Books Published By President, XIME
Prof. J. Philip
Global Management Education- Country Studies, Prof. J. Philip and Prof. C.P
Ravindranathan , 2009, Published by Xavier Institute Of Management &
Entrepreneurship, Bangalore.
This book is a compendium of selected papers on management education world-wide
and was formally released by Prof S.L Rao, Chairman ISEC and former Director-General of NCAER. The
book, probably the first of its kind, focuses on management education –its genesis, growth and
prospects -in the U.S., Europe, Brazil, China, Russia, select Asian countries etc, and the impact on the
internationalization of management education. Those interested in management education will find the
book extremely valuable.

Business Education in India-A Ringside View , Prof. J. Philip , 2009, Published by
Xavier Institute Of Management & Entrepreneurship, Bangalore.

This book is a compendium of some of the articles/papers of Prof. J. Philip on management education
written/published during the last two decades. What he puts together in this compendium is his
intimate association with, and experience and knowledge of, Indian Management system where he has
been both a player and a perennial source of influence. The book starts with a survey of the
management schools system in India and then delves through every major aspect of management
education including the curriculum, teaching methodology, quality assurance, quest for excellence,
leadership and restructuring of Indian management education. The book ends with a critical review of
the Knowledge Commission Report on management education.

Institution Building in India-Some Experiences, Prof. J. Philip , 2007, Published
by Himalaya Publishing House ,Mumbai
This book we can come across the experiences of the innovative, determined and visionary academician
who had the opportunity and the blessing to be President & Director Emeritus, XIME, Prof. J. Philip . The
experiences chronicled here thus run the gamut from a Cheshire Home to one of the top IIMs of the
country, to XLRI to XIME and striking the high point with the building of the Association of Indian
Management Schools (AIMS) the umbrella organization for the business schools of the country.

Management Education in India, Prof. J. Philip and Dr. D. Shankar
Narayan,1989,Published by IIM-Bangalore.

This publication, Management Education in India edited by Prof J. Philip and D. Shankar Narayan is the
outcome of the deliberations of the National Conference on Policy implications in Management
Education organized by the Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore in April 1988. This book would
be of great value as a source book to everyone in management academia, industry and government who
are striving together for a more effective management education system in the country.

Books Published By Prof Satheesh Kumar T.N,
Professor, XIME.
Prof. Satheesh Kumar T.N published a book on “Corporate Governance” ,2010 .
Publisher: Oxford University Press, India.
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